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SUBJECT: AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE SACRAMENTO REGISTER TO DESIGNATE
AND ADD THERETO A LANDMARK, FOR A BUILDING LOCATED AT 3030 IT
STREET, KNOWN AS THE RICHFIELD GAS STATION PURSUANT TO
CHAPTER 15.124 OF TITLE 15 OF THE CITY CODE. (APN 010-0131-008)
(PB01-109)
LOCATION AND COUNCIL DISTRICT: 3030 T Street, Council District 4

RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends that the City Council adopt the attached Ordinance designating the former
Richfield Gas Station located at 3030 T Street as an individual Landmark and add this resource
to the Sacramento Register.

CONTACT PERSON:

Vincent Marsh, Preservation Director, 264-8259
Gary L. Stonehouse, Planning Director, 264-5567

FOR COUNCIL MEETING OF: September 3, 2002
SUMMARY:
The proposal is to consider an individual Landmark designation for the subject property.
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City Council
Richfield Gas Station
Landmark Nomination
August 12, 2002
COMMITTEE/COMMISSION ACTION:
On February 6, 2002, the Design Review and Preservation Board (DRPB) adopted a Resolution
of Intent to nominate the Richfield Gas Station as an individual Landmark to be added to t ^Ie
Sacramento Register, and recommend that the Council adopt an ordinance designating the site
as an individual Landmark to be added to the Sacramento Register. Additionally, the DRPB
determined that there is sufficient evidence to justify directing Preservation staff to begin the
process in which City Council will be forwarded the opportunity to consider a landmark
designation for the subject property.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
•

Procedural Information: On December 7, 2001, the property owner filed an
application to landmark Richfield Gas Station in accordance with Article IV of Title
15 of the Sacramento City Code. On February 6, 2002 the nomination was
brought before the Design Review and Preservation Board who adopted a
Resolution of Intent to initiate a landmark for the subject property. (Attachments
B and D).

•

Landmark Nomination: The attached Department of Parks and Recreation
(DPR) 523 Primary Record, Building, Structure and Object Record forms and
Continuance Sheets for the Richfield Gas Station, located at 3030 T Street dates
from 1936. The, building is a very good example and an increasingly rare examp'le
of the small prefabricated metal service stations that were distributed throughout
the country in the 1930's. It is also symbolic of the turning point in roadside
achitecture, and efforts to provide attractive and standardized station designi s.
(Attachment C).

•

Designation Justification: One of the General Provisions of the Histo r'lic
Preservation Ordinance states that "well-preserved and retained histo rlic
structures are essential to maintain and revitalize the City and its neighborhoods
and stimulate economic activity, and further, the preservation and continued use
of historic resources are effective tools to sustain and revitalize neighborhoods
and business districts within the City." Section 15.124.170 of Title 15 details tfie
criteria and requirements for the placement of structures on the Sacramento
Register. The nomination for the Richfield Gas Station indicates that the subjeI ct
building satisfies the necessary criteria for a local landmark designation and most
importantly "it embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method
of construction" pursuant to Section 15.124.170(A)(1)(a)(iii).

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
This report has no fiscal implications.
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City Council
Richfield Gas Station
Landmark Nomination
August 12, 2002
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS:
The proposed action, (to designate the subject property as a Landmark on the Sacramento
Register), is exempt pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15308. Adoption of the staff
recommendation to recognize the subject property as a Landmark will result in the protection
of the environment by subjecting the review of development projects of the subject site, including
the demolition, to the discretionary review processes of the revised Chapter 15.124 of Title 15
of the City Code. If recognized as a Landmark, any development projects involving the site,
including partial or complete demolition, will require approval of one or more discretionary
entitlements for which further CEQA documentation will be required.
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS:
One of the Goals of the recently adopted City's Strategic Plan is to "enhance and preserve
neighborhoods." The proposed landmark designation would result in the preservation,
protection, rehabilitation and adaptive reuse of this resource and thereby be in conformance
with this goal.
On April 25, 2000, the City Council adopted a new Preservation Element amending the City of
Sacramento's General Plan. The overarching goal of the Element is "to protect and celebrate
Sacramento's heritage and recognize its importance to the City's unique character, identity,
economy and quality of life". The Element seeks to preserve and protect the City's cultural and
historic resources. Policies that are relevant in the review of this project are as follows:
•

Policy A.1 - The City shall promote the recognition, preservation, and enhancement of
historic and cultural resources throughout the city.

•

Policy A.2 - The City shall promote the preservation, restoration, enhancement, a hid
recognition of historic and cultural resources. Historic and cultural resources include not
only sites and structures, but also features such as infrastructure (e.g. bridges, canals,
roads, and trails), signs, landscaping and trees, open space areas, lighting, and
hardscape (e.g. sidewalks, paving that are important to the overall context.)

•

Policy A.6 - The City shall encourage preservation of historic and cultural resources'to
promote the sustainability of its neighborhoods.

E/SBD CONSIDERATIONS:
No goods or services are being purchased under this report.
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August 12, 2002

RECOMMENDATION APPROVED:

Respectfully submitted,

ROBERT P. THOMAS
City Manager

GARYJL. STONEHOUSE
Planning Director

Attachments:
A) Location Map
B) DRPB Resolution of Intent
C) DPR 523 Nomination Forms
D) DRPB Staff Report (2/6/02)
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ATTACHMENT A-LOCATION MAP

LOCATION MAP
s

ATTACHMENT B-RESOLUTION OF INTENT

RESOLUTION NO.

1-4

RESOLUTION OF INTENT
ADOPTED BY THE DESIGN REVIEW AND PRESERVATION BOARD
ON DATE OF FEBRUARY 6, 2002

LISTING THE RICHFIELD GAS STATION AS A LANDMARK TO THE
SACRAMENTO REGISTER
WHEREAS, A survey of the Richfield Gas Station, built in 1936, determines that the subject
structure satisfies the necessary criteria for Landmark listing, and most importantly, it embodies
the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, pursuant to Section
15.124.170-A(1)a(iii) of the City Code; and
WHEREAS, The Richfield Gas Station is on the recommended list of newly identified historic
resources in the Central City Historic Resources Inventory, dated May 15, 2000, prepared by
Sacramento Heritage, Inc. for the Planning Department's Preservation Office; and
WHEREAS, The Preservation Director, acting on the research and documentation provided by
the City's consultant determined that the subject property qualifies as a Landmark; and
WHEREAS, The current owners have requested that the Planning Department's Preservation
Office initiate a Landmark for the Richfield Gas Station and have written a letter in support of
the nomination and are in the planning stages for an adaptive reuse of the subject property;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, That the Design Review and Preservation Board does
hereby recognize and affirms that there is adequate evidence to'justify directing staff to begin
the process whereby the City Council will be able to consider the listing of the Richfield Gas
Station as a Landmark structure on the Sacramento Register;
AND BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED That the Design Review and Preservation Board
finds that, based on the record, it is appropriate to nominate the Richfield Gas Station for
placement on the Sacramento Register as a Landmark, and staff is directed to proceed with the
nomination of the Richfield Gas Station as a Landmark.
I hereby certify that the foregoing Resolution was adopted by the Design Review and
Preservation Board of the City of Sacramento at its Special Meeting of February 6, 2002.

Signe

ATTEST: V111i'CIE&L lt'^ }^ i^? Si ^

FOR PRESERVATION OFFICE USE ONLY
RESOLUTION OF INTE ^N^ NO.^.^
DATE ADOPTED: ^
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ATTACHMENT C-DPR 523 NOMINATION FORMS
State of California
The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

Primary #
HRI #

PRIMARY RECORD

Trinomial
NRHP Status Code

Other Listings
Review Code

Reviewer

Page 1 of 2
'Resource Name or #:
3030 T Street
P1.
Other Identifier:
former Richfield Gas Station
*P2. Location: *a. County
b. Address:
3030 T Street
City Sacramento
*c. USGS 7.5' Quad Sacramento East
Date: 1992
*e.
Other Locational Data: APN#: 010-0131-008

Date

Zip

95816

*P3a. Description:

The gas station is located on the south west corner of Alhambra Boulevard and T Street, placed at a diagonal
angle to the street that would allow easy drive-up access. It is a one story pre-fabricated structure constructed of steel
panels bolted together, and with large windows mounted behind grids of metal straps. It is comprised of two
rectangular forms, one serving as the front sales office for the gas service, and a larger one located at the rear to
house auto service activities. The building is noted on Richfield Oil Corporation plans as Building Type B2S.
The rounded Moderne-inspired canopy extends over the drive way and is supported by two posts located in the
pump island. Circular metal discs of different diameters encircle the upper ends of the posts, somewhat like a
Moderne version of the classical column capital. A round-cornered rib projects vertically from the roof of the canopy
and extends to the main portion of the building where a larger rib continues along the length of the building.
The cornice of the building is defined by a metal band, grooved horizontally, that wraps around the building.
Combined with the ribs, it suggests a sense of movement.
(Please see Continuation Sheet)
*P3b. Resource Attributes: HP 6
*Pd_ Regn^^nc arogV.,r
FIgt;!W9ng

pStruc!u;p q Q►,jo,-

q cpto q nictric:t

PElement of District q Other (Isolates, etc.)
Descnption of Photo:

View to west
October, 2001
*P6. Date Constructed/Age and
Source:
n Historic
q Prehistoric
q Both
1936
*P7. Owner and Address:
Stephen M. Tokuhama/Wadgi
Michael Wahba

4130 Norris Avenue
Sacramento, CA 95821
*P8. Recorded by:
Historic Environment
Consultants
5420 Home Court
Carmichael, CA 95608
*P9. Date Recorded:
October 31, 2001
*P10. Survey Type: Intensive
P11. Report Citation*: none
*Attachments: q NONE q Location Map q Sketch Map n Continuation Sheet BBuilding, Structure, and Object Record
q Linear Resource Record qArchaeological Record q District Record q Milling Station Record q Rock Art Record
qArtifact Record q Photograph Record q Other (List)
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State of California - The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

Primary #_
HRI#

PRIMARY'RECORD :
Continuation Sheet, p. 2of 2
Description:

(continued from Primary Record page 1)

The rear of the southeast elevation contains a projecting bay with two identical grid-covered windows. One is
mounted in a sliding door that passes over the other when opened. The bay also contains a narrow, taller window
facing the street. A much larger grid-covered window is located in the side of the front portion of the building that
served as the cashier, office, sales area.
The front of the building contains a door and similar windows (now boarded over). The canopy extends over
the drive-through area.
The northwest elevation contains a large grid-covered window in the sales area portion that matches the
window on the opposite side of the building. The projecting portion of this side of the building is a solid wall
covered with wood siding, and a narrow street-facing window. This wall encloses the former service bay lof the
station. Drawings indicate that this building type, B2S, had an open service bay in the rear beneath a"lubriI cation
canopy," which was supported by posts with discs similar to those of the front drive-through canopy. There are two
such posts in each outer corner of the building. The wall on the southeast contains a window. The wall on the
northwest is solid However, the son of the proprietor does not remember that bay being open on this station.
Enclosure may have been an original deviation from the plans, or an early modification.
The solid enclosure wall appears to be the only principle modification to the building.
The building is currently boarded and fenced to protect it from vagrant damage.

State, of California - The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT
OF PARKS AND RECREATION
.
,
,.

Primary #
HRI#

BUiLDIRIG, STRUCTURE, ' AND OBJECT RECORD
Page 1 of 2
*Resource Address:

*NRHP Status Code

5S1

3030 T Street

B1. Historic Name: Richfield Service Station, Mr. Troutwine proprietor
B2. Common Name: Tokuhama/Wahba Property
B3. Original Use:
gas station
B4. Present Use: vacant
''B5. Architectural Style: Streamline Moderne, Art Deco
*B7. Moved?
No
q Yes
*B8. Related Features:

q Unknown

Date:

Original Location:

Driveways leading to and by the Pump Island
B9a. Architect: Plans drawn by architect for Richfield Corporation of Los Angeles. b. Builder: unknown con actor
*B10. Significance: Theme
commercial, roadside
Area
parcel size
Period of Significance 1936-1986
Property Type -gas station
Applicable Criteria C

The Richfield Station at 3030 T Street is a very good and increasingly rare example of the small prefabricated
metal service stations that were distributed throughout the country in the 1930s. It is also symbolic of the turning
point in acknowledging roadside architecture, and efforts to provide attractive and standardized station design.
Several factors combined to influence the widespread construction of small standardized service stations in this
era. One factor in the early years of automobile expansion was the growth of a national concern regarding the
physical appearance of small businesses selling gas. Crude signage, a hodge-podge of building types and ages
conspired to seriously detract from the natural scenery that early motorists were just beginning to discover and
appreciate. Early `reform' efforts culminated in the initiation of national design contests for roadside stands and gas
stations sponsored by Mrs. John Rockefeller, Jr., the Adolf Gobel Company, the American Civic Association, land the
Art Center of New York. The contests rewarded architects and designers for attractive and functional roadside
facilities. Subsequent contests rewarded proprietors who used the prize winning designs in building their businesses.
(Please see Continuation Sheet)
I
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: *B12. References:

Jennings, Jan, Roadside America: the automobile in design and culture, Iowa State University Press, Ames, Iowa,
1990.
Jakle, John A. and Sculle, Keith A., The Gas Station in America, Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, 1994.
Margolies, John, Pump and Circumstance: Glory Days of the
Gas Station, Little, Brown and Company, New York, 1993.
Sacramento City Directories
Architectural Plans, Service Station Building B-2S Standard,
Richfield Oil Company of California, Los Angeles, April 16,
1935
Mr. Troutwine, son of the original owner
B13. Remarks:

*B14. Evaluator: Paula Boghosian, Don Cox
*Date of Evaluation: November 2, 2001
(This space reserved for official comments.)

State of California -The Resources Agency
DEPARTMENT,rOF. PARKS AND RECREATION

Primary
HRI#

BUILDING, STRUCTUFtE, AND OBJECT RECORD
Continuatiom Sheet,' p:2of 2
Significance:

(continued from BSO Record page 1)

In 1929 the American Automobile Association reported that the influence of the wayside-stand competitions
was evident throughout the country where unsightly stands were demolished and replaced with more attractive
designs. However, the Association realized the enormity of the task when it was estimated that there were 59,000
stands in operation.
The National Association for the Protection of Roadside Beauty then undertook a series of state roadside
surveys to spur continued reform... "surveyors traveled over thousands of miles of highways, compiling information
on the amount of blight per miles" according to Roadside America. They also accumulated a photographic record
that included glaring examples of local roadside blight. Beyond contests; surveys and educational campaigns,
roadside reformers looked hopefully to the emergence of large corporations that would embrace reform ideals and
replace the unrefined roadside independents. When Standard Oil of California removed the company's advertising
billboards from the highways of the West in 1924, it was lauded as an agent of roadside beauty. The sign removal
came after the company had already undertaken a campaign to beautify its retail gasoline stations. The company
created a model station and insisted that "the buildings, equipment and grounds are designed and maintained as
attractive spots of utilitarian beauty." By adapting domestic, regional vernacular or high-style models, Standard,
Atlantic Richfield and other major oil companies hoped to appear civic minded and head off restrictive zoning that
would interfere with distribution strategies.
In developing design concepts for service stations, the automobile itself provided a strong motif. The
Streamline Moderne style expressed the speed and movement that rather suddenly became available in the new age of
technology - with fast moving trains, airplanes and automobiles. While east coast and mid-west service station
designs often used traditional and colonial-inspired motifs in their design, California stations somewhat specialized in
aerodynamic motifs, rounded corners, horizontal movement, and simplified streamlined themes of Moderne and Art
Deco design.
This service station reflects Moderne/Art Deco interpretations of the period that were produced in prefabricated form for widespread distribution and construction.
The station was assembled on site in 1936 by a local contractor according to standard plans and instructions of
the Richfield Corporation. According to the son of the original owner, the most difficult part of the process was
preparing the proper foundation. Then a truck came along with the partitions and a contractor simply put the pieces
of the structure together. The name of this particular pre-fabricated version was Type B-2S, according to original
plans in the possession of the owners. The station reflects Moderne and Art Deco-inspired origins in its pr jecting
rounded canopy, the succession of rounded "speed" projections on the roof, the treatment of the windows, and the
canopy supports with their circular Art Deco disks at the top. With its relatively small size, it almost resenibles a
piece of sculpture, sited on its urban corner.
The small building has retained substantial integrity, particularly with respect to its principle character-defining
and stylistic elements, and represents a significant phase of automobile and roadside evolution in California and the
country. This important and largely unrecognized building type has become rare in the Sacramento area. The
former Richfield station appears to meet criteria for listing in the Sacramento Register.
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CALIFORNIA APARTMENT BROKERS

♦ San Francisco # One Sansome Street, Suite 1900, San Francisco, CA 94104
# Tel (888) 900-9554 ♦
♦ Sacramento + 600 37"' Street, Sacramento, CA 95816 * Tel (916) 456-3333 * Fax
(916) 451 7321 •

December 7, 2001
Vincent Marsh
Preservation Director
1231 1 Street, Suite 200
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Mr. Marsh:
We the owners of 3030 T Street purchased the property from John Troutwine who is the son of
the original owner. This gas station is a unique example of a 1930 pre-fab all metal gas station. It is
one of the very few if not the only one we personally know of in Sacramento.

We feel that this structure is an important landmark. Once it is on the Sacramento Preservation
list, we intend to restore it to its original condition. This is going to be an exciting and rewarding project
not only for us, but the entire neighborhood, even all of Sacramento.
The Troutwine family as well as the adjoining neighbors we have spoken to are very excited
and supportive of our plans. The structure is located within the busy Alhambra corridor in a highly
visible location at the comer of Alhambra and T Street. After it's restoration it Will definitely be an
important contribution to the aesthetics and viability of the neighborhood.
It is interesting to note the identical gas station is on the cover of the book entitled The
American Gas Station, by Michael Karl Witzel 1992. Apparently the restoration of this particular gas
station in the Los Angeles area was the catalyst for reviving an entire neighborhood. We have enclosed
a copy of this article and the cover of the book
We hope that we can count on the staff of the Historic Preservation Department and the city of
Sacramento to help us reach our goal of saving this extraordinary building. Please call us if we can help
you.
Sincerely,

"Mike'CNahba & Steve Toknama
(916) 456-3333 (916) 486-8909
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ATTACHMENT D-DRPB STAFF REPORT ( 02-06-02)
Approved on Consent by Board on 2-6-02; RL 3-12-02

DESIGN REVIEW AND PRESERVATION BOARD
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
MEMBERS IN SESSION:

ITEM NO. 2
February 6, 2002

PBOI-109

Historic Richfield Gas Station

REQUEST:

Adoption of Resolution for listing the subject property as an
individual landmark on the Sacramento Register.

LOCATION:

3030 T Street (SW corner Alhambra Blvd./T Street)
(APN: 010-0131-008)
Central City Design Review District
Council District 4

APPLICANT:

California Apartment Brokers
600-37th Street, Sacramento, CA 95816

OWNERS:

Mike Wahba (916) 456-3333; and
Steve Toknama (916) 486-8909
600-37th Street, Sacramento, CA 95816

APPLICATION FILED:

December 7, 2001

STAFF CONTACT:

Randolph Lum, ph: 916-264-5896; fax:916-264-5543;
e-rlnail address: rlum e@ cityofsacramento.org

PROJECT INFORMATION:
Existing Land Use of Site:
Existing Zoning of Site:

Vacant Gas Station structure
C-2-SPD

Surrounding Land Use and Zoning:

North:
South:
East:
West:

Residential (across T St.); RO-SPD
Commercial and residential; C-2-SPD
Residential (across Alhambra Blvd.); R-1-SPD
Residential and commercial; RO-SPD

SUMMARY: The proposal is to initiate an individual landmark nomination pursuant to Chapter
15.124, of Title 15 of the City Code.
RECOMMENDATION: Staff recommends that the Board: 1) adopt a Resolution to nominate
the Richfield Gas Station at 3030 T Street as an individual landmark on the Sacramento
Register; and
BACKGROUND INFORMATION: Per the DPR 523B form prepared by the City's consultant:
The Richfield Station at 3030 T Street is a very good and increasingly rare example of the small
prefabricated metal service stations that were distributed throughout the country in the 1930s.
It is also symbolic of the turning point in acknowledging roadside architecture, and efforts to
provide attractive and standardized station design.

!el

PB01-109

February 6, 2001

ITEM NO. 2
PAGE
-2

STAFF EVALUATION: In the opinion of staff, the Richfield Gas Station satisfies the necessary
criteria for Landmark listing. Most importantly, it embodies the distinctive characteristics of a
type, period, or method of construction, pursuant to Section 15.124.170-A(1)a(iii). Attached is
a draft Resolution of Intent for the nomination of the Richfield Gas Station as a Landmark.
Upon adoption of the Resolution of Intent, Preservation staff would begin the process, pursuant
to Section 15.124.180, for nomination of resources for placement on the Sacramento Register.
Policy Considerations - Preservation Element
Staff finds the following policies relevant to Board's consideration of the matter a hand.
Policy A.1- The City shall promote the recognition, preservation, and enhancement of
historic and cultural resources throughout the city.
Policy A.2- The City shall promote the preservation, restoration, enhancement, and
recognition of historic and cultural resources. Historic and cultural resources include not
only sites and structures, but also features such as infrastructure (e.g. bridges, canals,
roads, and trails), signs, landscaping and trees, open space areas, lighting, and
hardscape (e.g. sidewalks, paving that are important to the overall context.
PROJECT APPROVAL PROCESS: The Board may chose to adopt or chose not to adopt a
Resolution to nominate the Richfield Gas Station as a Landmark on the Sacramento Register.
Pursuant to Chapter 15.124 of the City Code, the Board's action may be appealed to the City
Council. The appeal must occur within 10 calendar days of the Design Review/Preservation
Board action.
RECOMMENDATION: Staff recommends the Design Review and Preservation Board take the
following action(s):
Adopt a Resolution of Intent to nominate the subject property as an individual landmark on the
Sacramento Register.

Report Prepared By,

Report Reviewed By,

Associate Planner

Preservation Director
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ADOPTED BY THE SACRAMENTO CITY COUNCIL
ON DATE OF

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE SACRAMENTO REGISTER TO DESIGNATE AND
ADD THERETO A LANDMARK, FOR A BUILDING LOCATED AT 3030 T STREET,
KNOWN AS THE RICHFIELD GAS STATION, PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 15.124 OF
TITLE 15 OF THE CITY CODE. ( APN 010-0131-008) ( PB010-109)
BE IT ENACTED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO THAT:
SECTION 1
Pursuant to Section 15.124.170 of Chapter 15.124 of T5e 15 of the City Code, the aacraniento
Register is amended by adding thereto as a "Landmark", the building known and referred to as the
"Richfield Gas Station" located at the property known and referred to as 3030 T Street (southwest
corner of Alhambra Boulevard and T Street (APN: 010-0131-008).
SECTION 2
Pursuant to Section 15.124.170, the City Council makes the following findings in support of its
action set forth in Section 1 above to designate the " Richfield Gas Station" as a Landmark on the
Sacramento Register.
Based on the material presented as part of the administrative record, including the staff report and
nomination materials attached thereto, and the testimony presented at the hearing(s) on the
nomination, the Council finds:
1. The resource embodies the distinctive characteristics of the type, period and method of
construction. The Richfield Gas Station is a very good and increasingly rare example of the small
prefabricated metal service stations that were distributed throughout the country in the 1930's.
It is also symbolic of the turning point in acknowledging roadside architecture, and efforts to
provide attractive and standardize station design.
2. The building has integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship and association.
This one story pre-fabricated structure designed in the Streamline Moderne style. This particular
station was assembled on site in 1936 by a local contractor according to standard plans and
instructions of the Richfield Corporation.
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3. The resource has significant historic or architectural worth, and its designation as a Landmark on the
Sacramento Register is reasonable, appropriate and necessaryto promote, protect and furtherthe goals
and purposes of Chapter 15.124 of the City Code. The building has retained substantial integrity,
particularly with respect to its principle character-defining and stylistic elements and represents a
significant phase in automobile and roadside evolution in California and the country. This important and
largely unrecognized building type.

SECTION 3
Pursuant to Section 15.124.220 of Chapter 15.124 of Title 15 of the City Code, the Council designates the
following as the Significant Features and Characteristics of the Richfield Gas Station designated as a
Landmark on the Sacramento Register pursuant to Section 1 above:
1. The building is a one story pre-fabricated structure constructed of steel panels bolted together, and with
large windows mounted behind grids of metal straps. It is comprised of two rectangular forms, one
serving as the front sales office for the gas service, and a larger one located at the rear to house auto
service activities. The building is noted on Richfield Oil Corporation plans as Building Type B2S.
PASSED FOR PUBLICATION:
ENACTED:
EFFECTIVE:
MAYOR
ATTEST:
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AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE SACRAMENTO REGISTER TO DESIGNATE AND
ADD THERETO A LANDMARK, FOR A BUILDING LOCATED AT 3030 T STREET,
KNOWN AS THE RICHFIELD GAS STATION, PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 15.124 OF
TITLE 15 OF THE CITY CODE. (APN 010-0131-008) ( PB010-109)
BE IT ENACTED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO THAT:
SECTION 1
Pursuant to Section 15.124.170 of Chapter 15.124 of Title 15 of the City Code, the Sacramento
Register is amended by adding thereto as a "Landmark", the building known and referred to as the
"Richfield Gas Station" located at the property known and referred to as 3030 T Street (southwest
corner of Alhambra Boulevard and T Street (APN: 010-0131-008).
SECTION 2
Pursuant to Section 15.124.170, the City Council makes the following findings in support of its
action set forth in Section 1 above to designate the "Richfield Gas Station" as a Landmark on the
Sacramento Register.
Based on the material presented as part of the administrative record, including the staff report and
nomination materials attached thereto, and the testimony presented at the hearing(s) on the
nomination, the Council finds:
1. The resource embodies the distinctive characteristics of the type, period and method of
construction. The Richfield Gas Station is a very good and increasingly rare example of the small
prefabricated metal service stations that were distributed throughout the country in the 1930's.
It is also symbolic of the turning point in acknowledging roadside architecture, and efforts to
provide attractive and standardize station design.
2. The building has integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship and association.
This one story pre-fabricated structure designed in the Streamline Moderne style. This particular
station was assembled on site in 1936 by a local contractor according to standard plans and
instructions of the Richfield Corporation.
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3. The resource has significant historic or architectural worth, and its designation as a Landmark on the
Sacramento Register is reasonable, appropriate and necessary to promote, protect and further the goals
and purposes of Chapter 15.124 of the City Code. The building has retained substantial integrity,
particularly with respect to its principle character-defining and stylistic elements and represents a
significant phase in automobile and roadside evolution in California and the country. This important and
largely unrecognized building type.
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SECTION 3
Pursuant to Section 15.124.220 of Chapter 15.124 of Title 15 of the City Code, the Council designates he
following as the Significant Features and Characteristics of the Richfield Gas Station designated as a
Landmark on the Sacramento Register pursuant to Section 1 above:
1. The building is a one story pre-fabricated structure constructed of steel panels bolted together, and with
large windows mounted behind grids of metal straps. It is comprised of two rectangular forms, one
serving as the front sales office for the gas service, and a larger one located at the rear to house auto
service activities. The building is noted on Richfield Oil Corporation plans as Building Type B2S.
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City Council
Sacramento, California

Honorable Members in Session:

SUBJECT:

An Ordinance related to the designation of a property known as the
Richfield Gas Station located at 3030 T Street as a Landmark
pursuant to Chapter 15.124 of Title 15 of the Sacramento City Code
(PB01-109) (APN: 010-0131-008).

LOCATION AND DISTRICT:

3030 T Street, Council District 4

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that the item be passed for publication of title
and continued to September 3, 2002.

CONTACT PERSON:

Vincent Marsh, Preservation Director, 264-8259

FOR COUNCIL MEETING OF: August 27, 2002

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
This item is presented at this time for approval of publication of title pursuant to City
Charter, Section 32. Prior to publication of an item in a local paper to meet legal
advertising requirements, the City Council must first pass the item for publication. The
City Clerk then transmits the title of the item to the paper for publication and for
advertising of the meeting date.
RECOhVIMENDATION APPROVED:

Respectfully submitted,

ROBERT P. THOMAS
City Manager

GAR L. STONEHOUSE
Planning Director
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ADOPTED BY THE SACRAMENTO CITY COUNCIL
ON DATE OF

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE SACRAMENTO REGISTER TO DESIGNATE AND
ADD THERETO A LANDMARK, FOR A BUILDING LOCATED AT 3030 T STREET,
KNOWN AS THE RICHFIELD GAS STATION, PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 15.124 OF
TITLE 15 OF THE CITY CODE. ( APN 010-0131-008) (PB010-109)
BE IT ENACTED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO THAT.
SECTION 1
Pursuant to Section 15.124.170 of Chapter 15.124 of Title 15 of the City Code, the Sacramento
Register is amended by adding thereto as a "Landmark", the building known and referred to as the
"Richfield Gas Station" located at the property known and referred to as 3030 T Street (southwest
corner of Alhambra Boulevard and T Street (APN: 010-0131-008).
SECTION 2
Pursuant to Section 15.124.170, the City Council makes the following findings in support of its
action set forth in Section 1 above to designate the "Richfield Gas Station" as a Landmark on the
Sacramento Register.
Based on the material presented as part of the administrative record, including the staff report and
nomination materials attached thereto, and the testimony presented at the hearing(s) on the
nomination, the Council finds:
1. The resource embodies the distinctive characteristics of the type, period and method of
construction. The Richfield Gas Station is a very good and increasingly rare example of the small
prefabricated metal service stations that were distributed throughout the country in the 1930's.
It is also symbolic of the turning point in acknowledging roadside architecture, and efforts to
provide attractive and standardize station design.
2. The building has integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship and association.
This one story pre-fabricated structure designed in the Streamline Moderne style.
This particular
station was assembled on site in 1936 by a local contractor according to standard plans and
instructions of the Richfield Corporation.
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3. The resource has significant historic or architectural worth, and its designation as a Landmark on the
Sacramento Register is reasonable, appropriate and necessary to promote, protect and further the goals
and purposes of Chapter 15.124 of the City Code. The building has retained substantial integrity,
particularly with respect to its principle character-defining and stylistic elements and represents a
significant phase in automobile and roadside evolution in California and the country. This important and
largely unrecognized building type.
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SECTION 3
Pursuant to Section 15.124.220 of Chapter 15.124 of Title 15 of the City Code, the Council designates the
following as the Significant Features and Characteristics of the Richfield Gas Station designated as a
Landmark on the Sacramento Register pursuant to Section 1 above:
1. The building is a one story pre-fabricated structure constructed of steel panels bolted together, and with
large windows mounted behind grids of metal straps. It is comprised of two rectangular forms, one
serving as the front sales office for the gas service, and a larger one located at the rear to house auto
service activities. The building is noted on Richfield Oil Corporation plans as Building Type B2S.
PASSED FOR PUBLICATION:
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